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GRADED SKEW SPECHT MODULES AND CUSPIDAL MODULES FOR
KHOVANOV-LAUDA-ROUQUIER ALGEBRAS OF AFFINE TYPE A
ROBERT MUTH
Abstract. Kleshchev, Mathas and Ram (2012) gave a presentation for graded Specht
modules over Khovanov-Lauda-Rouquier algebras of finite and affine type A. We show that
this construction can be applied more generally to skew shapes to give a presentation of
graded skew Specht modules, which arise as subquotients of restrictions of Specht modules.
As an application, we show that cuspidal modules associated to a balanced convex preorder
in affine type A are skew Specht modules for certain hook shapes.
1. Introduction
Let O be a commutative ring with identity, and let Sd be the symmetric group on d letters.
To every partition λ of d, or equivalently, every Young diagram with d nodes, there is an
associated OSd-module S
λ
O
called a Specht module, which has O-basis in correspondence with
standard λ-tableaux. Over the complex numbers, the group algebra of Sd is semisimple, and
it is well known that tSλ
C
| λ $ du is a complete set of irreducible representations. For k ď d,
we consider Sk a subgroup of Sd with respect to the first k letters, and denote the copy of
Sk embedded in Sd with respect to the last k letters as S
1
k. For λ $ d and µ $ k,
S
λ{µ
C
:“ HomSkpS
µ
C
,ResSkS
λ
Cq(1.1)
is a CS1d´k-module. In fact, S
λ{µ
C
‰ 0 if and only if the Young diagram for µ is contained
in that of λ, so going forward we assume that is the case. The set of nodes λ{µ in the
complement is called a skew diagram, and S
λ{µ
C
is called a skew Specht module. As a C-vector
space, S
λ{µ
C
has basis in correspondence with standard λ{µ-tableaux, and there is an analogue
of Young’s orthogonal form for skew Specht modules, see e.g. [9, §2]. When O “ F is a field of
positive characteristic, semisimplicity fails, but skew Specht modules still arise as subquotients
of restrictions of Specht modules to Young subgroups. James and Peel studied the structure
of skew Specht modules S
λ{µ
F
over FSn in [6].
More generally, to an l-multipartition λ, one may associate a Specht module Sλ over a
cyclotomic Hecke algebra of level l, of which the group algebra ofSd is a special (level one) case.
Brundan and Kleshchev [2] showed that over an arbitrary field such algebras are isomorphic
to a certain cyclotomic quotient RΛd of the Khovanov-Lauda-Rouquier (KLR) algebra Rd “À
htpαq“dRα. Importantly, KLR algebras and their cyclotomic quotients carry a grading,
thereby allowing one to consider the graded representation theory of cyclotomic Hecke algebras
via this isomorphism. In [3], Brundan, Kleshchev and Wang showed Specht modules are
gradable. In [10], Kleshchev, Mathas and Ram gave a presentation for Sλ over Rα, in terms
of a ‘highest weight’ generator vλ and relations which include a homogeneous version of the
classical Garnir relations for Specht modules.
In this paper we define graded skew Specht modules over Rα by extending, in the most
obvious way, the presentation of [10] to skew diagrams λ{µ. We prove that this yields a graded
Rα-module S
λ{µ with homogeneous basis in correspondence with standard λ{µ-tableaux. We
show that for λ of content β`α, the RβbRα-module Resβ,αS
λ has an explicit graded filtration
with subquotients of the form SµbSλ{µ. This result may be compared with [6, Theorem 3.1],
which gives a similar result for restrictions of classical Specht modules over the symmetric
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group algebra to Young subgroups. However, the connection between the skew Specht Rα-
modules defined in this paper and the skew Specht FSn-modules considered in [6] is not as
direct as may be expected, see Remark 5.14.
Our motivation for constructing graded skew Specht modules arose from the study of cuspi-
dal modules over KLR algebras of affine type A. The theory of cuspidal systems for affine KLR
algebras, described in [8], [11], [16], building on the ideas of [13], [15] for finite types, provides
for a classification of irreducible modules over Rα, and plays a pivotal role in stratification
theory of Rα and categorification of PBW bases for the quantum group [12], [16], [18].
Cuspidal modules (and semicuspidal modules) are the building blocks of this theory; to
every positive real root α P Φ`, one associates an irreducible Rα-module Lα characterized by
specific properties (see §7). We show that under a balanced convex preorder (part of the data
of the cuspidal system), Lα is isomorphic to S
λ{µ up to some shift, where λ{µ is a skew hook
diagram described by an inductive process and dependent on the chosen preorder. This gives
a presentation for cuspidal modules, along with a description of the graded character which
can be read off from the skew hook diagram. This result can be seen as an affine analogue
of a result by Kleshchev and Ram [13, §8.4], which showed that in finite type A, the cuspidal
modules are Specht modules associated to certain hook partitions.
In Section 2 we collect combinatorial facts and notation surrounding Young diagrams, skew
diagrams, and their tableaux. In Section 3 we recall the definition of the KLR algebra Rα, and
some facts about its representation theory. In Section 4 we define skew permutation modules
and skew Specht modules. Readers familiar with the construction in [10] and the ‘spanning’
half of the Specht module basis theorem, and to whom the phrase ‘extend to skew diagrams
in the obvious way’ makes sense, may reasonably skip ahead to Section 5, as up to this point
most of the arguments from [10] carry over to the skew diagram case with little significant
alteration. In the key Section 5, we prove that skew Specht modules arise as subquotients
of restrictions of Specht modules, and complete the ‘linear independence’ half of the basis
theorem for skew Specht modules. In Section 6, we prove some useful results on characters of
certain skew Specht modules. In Section 7 we briefly describe the theory of cuspidal systems,
along with some related notions we’ll need in Section 8, where we demonstrate the connection
between cuspidal modules and skew hook Specht modules.
Acknowledgements. This paper was written under the supervision of Alexander Kleshchev
at the University of Oregon. The author would like to thank Dr. Kleshchev for his helpful
comments and guidance.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Lie theoretic notation. We use notation similar to [10], [8]. Let e P t0, 2, 3, 4, . . .u and
I “ Z{eZ. Let Γ be the quiver with vertex set I and a directed edge iÑ j if j “ i´1 pmod eq.
Thus Γ is a quiver of type A8 if e “ 0 or A
p1q
e´1 if e ą 0. The corresponding Cartan matrix
C “ pai,jqi,jPI is defined by
ai,j :“
$’’’&’’’%
2 if i “ j;
0 if j ‰ i, i˘ 1;
´1 if iÑ j or iÐ j;
´2 if iÔ j.
Let ph,Π,Π_q be a realization of pai,jqi,jPI , with root system Φ, positive roots Φ`, simple
roots tαi | i P Iu, fundamental dominant weights tΛi | i P Iu, and normalized invariant form
p¨, ¨q such that pαi, αjq “ aij and pΛi, αjq “ δi,j . Let P` be the set of dominant integral
weights, and let Q` :“
À
iPI Zě0αi be the positive root lattice. For α “
ř
iPI miαi P Q`,
define the height of α to be htpαq “
ř
iPI mi. When e ą 0, we label the null-root δ “
ř
iPI αi.
Finally fix a level l P Zą0 and a multicharge κ “ pk1, . . . , klq P I
l.
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2.2. Words. Sequences of elements of I will be called words, and the set of all words is denoted
xIy. If i “ i1 ¨ ¨ ¨ id P xIy, then |i| :“ αi1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` αid P Q`. For α P Q`, denote
xIyα :“ ti P xIy | |i| “ αu.
If α is of height d, then Sd with simple transpositions s1, . . . , sd´1 has a left action on xIyα
via place permutations.
2.3. Young diagrams. An l-multipartition λ of d is an l-tuple of partitions pλp1q, . . . , λplqq
such that
řl
i“1 |λ
piq| “ d. For 1 ď i ď l, let npλ, iq be the number of nonzero parts of λpiq.
When l “ 1, we will usually write λ “ λ “ λp1q. The Young diagram of the partition λ is
tpa, b,mq P Zą0 ˆ Zą0 ˆ t1, . . . , lu | 1 ď b ď λ
pmq
a u.
We call the elements of this set nodes of λ. We will usually identify the multipartition with
its Young diagram. To each node A “ pa, b,mq we associate its residue
resA “ resκA “ km ` pb´ aq pmod eq.
An i-node is a node of residue i. The residue content of λ is contpλq :“
ř
APλ αresA P Q`.
Denote
P
κ
α :“ tλ P P
κ | contpλq “ αu, pα P Q`q.
and set Pκd :“
Ť
htpαq“d P
κ
α. For λ,µ P P
κ
d , we say λ dominates µ, and write λ İ µ, if
m´1ÿ
a“1
|λpaq| `
cÿ
b“1
λ
pmq
b ě
m´1ÿ
a“1
|µpaq| `
cÿ
b“1
µ
pmq
b
for all 1 ď m ď l and c ě 1.
A node A P λ is removable if λztAu is a Young diagram, and a node B R λ is addable if
λY tBu is a Young diagram. Define λA :“ λztAu and λ
B :“ λY tBu.
Let λ1 “ pλplq
1
, . . . , λp1q
1
q signify the conjugate partition to λ, where λpiq
1
is obtained by
swapping the rows and columns of λpiq.
2.4. Tableaux. Let λ P Pκd . A λ-tableau T is an injective map T : t1, . . . , du Ñ λ, i.e. a
labeling of the nodes of λ with the integers 1, . . . , d. We also label the inverse of this bijection
with T; if Tprq “ pa, b,mq we will also write Tpa, b,mq “ r. We set resTprq “ res Tprq. The
residue sequence of T is the word
ipTq “ ikpTq “ resTp1q ¨ ¨ ¨ resTpdq P xIy.
A λ-tableau is row-strict if Tpa, b,mq ă Tpa, c,mqwhen b ă c, and column-strict if Tpa, b,mq ă
Tpc, b,mq when a ă c. We say T is standard if it is row- and column-strict. Let Tabpλq (resp.
Stpλq) be the set of all (resp. standard) λ-tableaux.
Let λ P Pκ, i P I, A be a removable i-node, and B be an addable i-node of λ. We set
dApλq :“ #taddable i-nodes strictly below Au ´#tremovable i-nodes strictly below Au
dBpλq :“ #taddable i-nodes strictly above Bu ´#tremovable i-nodes strictly above Bu.
In [3, Section 3.5], the degree of T is defined inductively as follows. If d “ 0, then T “ ∅
and deg T :“ 0. For d ą 0, let A be the node occupied by d in T. Let Tăd P StpλAq be the
tableau obtained by removing this node, and set
deg T :“ dApλq ` deg Tăd.
Similarly, define the dual notion of codegree of T by codeg ∅ “ 0 and
codeg T :“ dApλq ` codeg Tăd.
The group Sd acts on the set of λ-tableaux on the left by acting on entries; considering T
as a function λ Ñ t1, . . . , du, we have w ¨ T “ w ˝ T. Let Tλ be the λ-tableau in which the
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numbers 1, 2, . . . , d appear in order from left to right along the successive rows, starting from
the top. Let Tλ :“ pT
λq1, where we define the conjugate tableau in the obvious way.
For each λ-tableau T, define permutations wT and wT P Sd such that
wTTλ “ T “ wTTλ.
2.5. Bruhat order. Let ℓ be the length function onSd with respect to the Coxeter generators
s1, . . . , sd´1. Let Ĳ be the Bruhat order on Sd, so that 1 Ĳ w for all w P Sd. Define a partial
order Ĳ on Stpλq as follows:
S Ĳ T ðñ wS Ĳ wT.
2.6. Skew diagrams and tableaux. Let λ,µ P Pκ, with µ Ă λ as Young diagrams. Then
we call λ{µ :“ λzµ a skew diagram. A (level one) skew diagram is called a skew hook if it
is connected and does not have two nodes on the same diagonal. We may consider a Young
diagram as a skew diagram with empty inner tableau. With µ fixed, let S κµ,d be the of skew
diagrams λ{µ such that |λ{µ| “ d. Let S κµ “
Ť
S κµ,d. Residue and content for skew diagrams
are defined as before; for example contpλ{µq :“
ř
APλ{µ αresA P Q`. Denote
S
κ
µ,α “ tλ{µ P S
κ
µ | contpλ{µq “ αu.
For λ{µ,ν{µ P S κµ , we say that λ{µ dominates ν{µ, or λ{µ İ ν{µ, if λ İ ν.
For λ{µ P S κµ,d, a λ{µ-tableau is a bijection t : t1, . . . , du Ñ λ{µ. Let Tabpλ{µq be the
set of λ{µ-tableaux. We define the residue sequence of iptq in the same manner as for Young
tableaux, and tλ{µ we define to be the λ{µ-tableau in which the numbers 1, . . . , d appear
in order from left to right, starting from the top. We will write iλ{µ :“ iptλ{µq. For every
λ{µ-tableau t, define a λ-tableau Yptq by setting Yptqpa, b,mq “ Tµpa, b,mq for pa, b,mq P µ
and Yptqpa, b,mq “ tpa, b,mq` |µ| for pa, b,mq P λ{µ. For example, if l “ 1, λ “ p4, 4, 1q, and
µ “ p2, 1, 1q, then
tλ{µ “ 1 2
3 4 5
, and Yptλ{µq “
1 2 5 6
3 7 8 9
4
.
Let Stpλ{µq be the set of standard (i.e. row- and column-strict) λ{µ-tableaux. For t P
Stpλ{µq, we define
deg t :“ deg Yptq ´ deg Tµ.
The symmetric group Sd acts on Tabpλ{µq in the obvious fashion. For t P Tabpλ{µq,
define wt by wttλ{µ “ t. Define a partial order on Tabpλ{µq as follows:
s Ĳ t if and only if ws Ĳ wt.
Lemma 2.1. Let s, t P Tabpλ{µq. Then s Ĳ t if and only if Ypsq Ĳ Yptq.
Proof. Let xwt be the image of wt under the ‘right side’ embedding Sd ãÑ S|µ| ˆSd ãÑ S|λ|.
Then wYptq “ xwtwYptλ{µq, with ℓpwYptqq “ ℓpxwtq ` ℓpwYptλ{µqq, and similarly for wYpsq. Since
ws Ĳ wt if and only if xws Ĳ xwt, the result follows. 
Remark 2.2. In order to translate between the orders in the various papers cited, we provide
the following dictionary. Our partial order on partitions and tableaux agrees with that of [3].
In [10] the order on tableaux (which we’ll call ĲU ) amounts to S ĲU T ðñ w
S1 Ĳ wT
1
. As is
shown in [10, Lemma 2.18(ii)], when S, T P Stpµq, we have S ĲU T ðñ S İ T. In [14], the
reverse Bruhat order (1 ě w) is used on elements of Sd, and the order on tableaux (which
we’ll call ĲM ) is defined (on row-strict tableaux) by the shape condition in Lemma 2.5. Thus
Lemma 2.5 will give S ĲM T ðñ S İ T when S, T are row-strict.
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For nodes A,B in λ{µ, we say that A is earlier than B if tλ{µpAq ă tλ{µpBq; i.e. A is
above or directly to the left of B, or in an earlier component.
Let T be a λ-tableau and suppose that r “ Tpa1, b1,m1q and s “ Tpa2, b2,m2q. We write
rÕT s if m1 “ m2, a1 ą a2 and b1 ă b2; informally, if r and s are in the same component of λ
and s is strictly to the northeast of r. We write r ñTs if r ÕT s or m1 ą m2. Other rotations
of the symbols ÕT and ñT have similarly obvious meanings.
The following lemmas are proved in [3] and [14] in the context of Young diagrams, but the
proofs carry over to skew shapes without significant alteration. The first lemma is obvious.
Lemma 2.3. Let t P Stpλ{µq. Then srt P Stpλ{µq if and only if r ñTr ` 1, or r ` 1 ñTr.
Lemma 2.4. Let s, t P Tabpλ{µq. Then s Ĳ t if and only if s “ pa1b1q ¨ ¨ ¨ parbrqt for some
transpositions pa1b1q, . . . , parbrq such that for each 1 ď n ď r we have an ă bn and bn is in an
earlier node in pan`1bn`1q ¨ ¨ ¨ parbrqt than an.
Proof. This follows from applying Lemma 2.1 and [3, Lemma 3.4] to Ypsq and Yptq. 
Given λ{µ P S κµ and a row-strict t P Tabpλ{µq, for all 1 ď a ď d define tďa to be the
tableau obtained by erasing all nodes occupied by entries greater than a.
Lemma 2.5. Let s, t be row-strict λ{µ-tableaux. Then s Ĳ t if and only if shpYpsqďaq İ
shpYptqďaq for each a “ |µ| ` 1, . . . , |µ| ` d.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 2.1 and [14, Theorem 3.8]. 
Lemma 2.6. Let λ{µ P S κµ and s, t P Stpλ{µq, and r P t1, . . . , d´ 1u such that r Ót r` 1 or
rÑt r ` 1. Then sŸ srt implies s Ĳ t.
Proof. By [3, Lemma 3.7], YpsqŸYpsrtq “ sr`|µ|Yptq if and only if Ypsq Ĳ Yptq, and the result
follows by Lemma 2.1. 
3. KLR algebras
3.1. Definition. Let O be a commutative ring with identity, let α P Q`, and assume e ą 0
(resp. e “ 0). The KLR algebra Rα “ RαpOq of type A
p1q
e´1 (resp. A8) is an associative graded
unital O-algebra generated by
t1i | i P xIyαu Y ty1, . . . , ydu Y tψ1, . . . , ψd´1u
and subject only to the following relations:
1i1j “ δi,j1i;
ÿ
iPxIyα
1i “ 1; yr1i “ 1iyr; yryt “ ytyr;
ψr1i “ 1sriψr; pytψr ´ ψrysrptqq1i “ δir ,ir`1pδt,r`1 ´ δt,rq1i;
ψ2r1i “
$’’’&’’’%
0 air ,ir`1 “ 2
1i air ,ir`1 “ 0
pδir`1,ir`1 ´ δir´1,ir`1qpyr ´ yr`1q1i air ,ir`1 “ ´1
pyr ´ yr`1qpyr`1 ´ yrq1i air ,ir`1 “ ´2
pψr`1ψrψr`1 ´ ψrψr`1ψrq1i “
$’&’%
pδir`1,ir`1 ´ δir´1,ir`1q1i ir “ ir`2, air ,ir`1 “ ´1
p´yr ` 2yr`1 ´ yr`2q1i ir “ ir`2, air ,ir`1 “ ´2
0 otherwise.
The grading on Rα is defined by setting
degp1iq “ 0, degpyrq “ 2, degpψr1iq “ ´air,ir`1 .
Remark 3.1. In [7], Khovanov and Lauda present a convenient diagrammatic approach to
computations in Rα which will be used often in arguments in this paper.
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3.2. Properties. Let α P Q` and htpαq “ d. For every w P Sd, fix a preferred reduced
expression w “ sr1 ¨ ¨ ¨ srm , and define ψw “ ψr1 ¨ ¨ ¨ψrm P Rα. In general ψw depends on the
choice of reduced expression. When w is fully commutative however, i.e., when one can go
from any reduced expression for w to any other using only the braid relations of the form
srst “ stsr for |r ´ t| ą 1, the element ψw is independent of the choice of reduced expression.
For λ{µ P S κµ,α and t P Tabpλ{µq, define
ψt :“ ψwt .
Lemma 3.2. Let t P Stpλ{µq. If wt “ sr1 ¨ ¨ ¨ srm is a reduced decomposition in Sd, then
deg t´ deg tλ{µ “ degpψr1 ¨ ¨ ¨ψrm1iλ{µq.
Proof. Write c “ |µ|. Let st1 ¨ ¨ ¨ stn be a reduced decomposition for w
Yptλ{µq. Then xwt “
sr1`c ¨ ¨ ¨ srm`c is reduced and w
Yptq “ xwtwYptλ{µq “ sr1`c ¨ ¨ ¨ srm`cst1 ¨ ¨ ¨ stn is reduced. Then
by [3, Corollary 3.13] we have
deg Yptq ´ deg Tλ “ degpψr1`c ¨ ¨ ¨ψrm`cψt1 ¨ ¨ ¨ψtn1iλq
“ degpψr1`c ¨ ¨ ¨ψrm`c1iYptλ{µqq ` degpψt1 ¨ ¨ ¨ψtn1iλq
“ degpψr1 ¨ ¨ ¨ψrm1iλ{µq ` degpψt1 ¨ ¨ ¨ψtn1iλq
and
deg Yptλ{µq ´ deg Tλ “ degpψt1 ¨ ¨ ¨ψtn1iλq,
which implies the result. 
Proposition 3.3. Let fpyq “ fpy1, . . . , ydq P Ory1, . . . yds be a polynomial in the generators
yr of Rα. Let 1 ď r1, . . . , rm ď d´ 1. Then
(i) fpyqψr1 ¨ ¨ ¨ψrm1i is an O-linear combination of elements of the form ψ
ǫ1
r1
¨ ¨ ¨ψǫmrmgpyq1i,
where gpyq P Ory1, . . . , yds, each ǫi P t0, 1u, and s
ǫ1
r1
¨ ¨ ¨ sǫmrm is a reduced expression.
(ii) If w “ sr1 ¨ ¨ ¨ srm is reduced, and st1 ¨ ¨ ¨ stm is another reduced expression for w, then
ψr1 ¨ ¨ ¨ψrm1i “ ψt1 ¨ ¨ ¨ψtm1i `
ÿ
uŸw
duψugupyq1i,
where each du P O, gupyq P Ory1, . . . , yds, and each u in the sum is such that ℓpuq ď
m´ 3. Alternatively,
ψr1 ¨ ¨ ¨ψrm1i “ ψt1 ¨ ¨ ¨ψtm1i ` p˚q,
where p˚q is an O-linear combination of elements of the form ψǫ1r1 ¨ ¨ ¨ψ
ǫm
rm
gpyq, where
gpyq P Ory1, . . . , yds, ǫi P t0, 1u, ǫi “ 0 for at least three distinct i’s, and s
ǫ1
r1
¨ ¨ ¨ sǫmrm is
a reduced expression.
Proof. This is proved in [3, Lemma 2.4] and [3, Proposition 2.5], for the case of cyclotomic
KLR algebras, but the cyclotomic relation is not used in the proof. 
Theorem 3.4. [7, Theorem 2.5], [17, Theorem 3.7] Let α P Q`. Then
tψwy
m1
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ y
md
d 1i | w P Sd,m1, . . . ,md P Zě0, i P xIyαu
is an O-basis for Rα.
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3.3. Representation theory of Rα. Let A “ Zrq, q
´1s. Denote by Rα-mod the abelian
category of finite dimensional graded left Rα-modules, with degree-preserving module homo-
morphisms. Let rRα-mods denote the corresponding Grothendieck group. rRα-mods is a
A -module via qmrM s :“ rMxmys, where Mxmy denotes the module obtained by shifting the
grading up by m. The graded dimension of a module M is
dimqM :“
ÿ
nPZ
pdim Vnqq
n P A .
Every irreducible graded Rα-module is finite dimensional [7, Proposition 2.12], and there are
finitely many irreducible Rα-modules up to grading shift [7, §5.2]. For every irreducible module
L there is a unique choice of grading shift so that Lf – L, and in particular, the grading of L
is symmetric about zero. We often assume that the grading of irreducible modules has been
chosen in accordance with this choice.
For i P xIyα and M P Rα-mod, the i-word space of M is Mi :“ 1iM . We say i is a word of
M if Mi ‰ 0. We have M “
À
iPxIyα
Mi. The character of M is
chqM :“
ÿ
iPxIyα
pdimqMiqi P A xIyα.
The character map chq : Rα-modÑ A xIyα factors through to give an injective A -linear map
charq : rRα-mods Ñ A xIyα by [7, Theorem 3.17].
3.4. Induction and restriction. Given α, β P Q`, we set Rα,β :“ Rα b Rβ . There is
an injective algebra homomorphism Rα,β ãÑ Rα`β sending 1i b 1j to 1ij , where ij is the
concatenation of the two sequences. The image of the identity element of Rα,β under this map
is 1α,β :“
ř
iPxIyα, jPIβ
1ij .
Let Indα,β and Resα,β be the corresponding induction and restriction functors:
Indα,β :“ Rα`β1α,βbRα,β? : Rα,β-modÑ Rα`β-mod,
Resα,β :“ 1α,βRα`βbRα`β? : Rα`β-modÑ Rα,β-mod.
The functor Indα,β is left adjoint to Resα,β . Both functors are exact and send finite dimensional
modules to finite dimensional modules. These functors have obvious generalizations to n ě 2
factors. If Ma P Rγa-mod, for a “ 1, . . . , n, we define
(3.1) M1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝Mn :“ Indγ1,...,γnM1 b ¨ ¨ ¨bMn.
4. Skew Specht modules
In this section we define the graded skew Specht module Sλ{µ. In fact, the construction is
exactly the same as the one given for graded (row) Specht modules (associated to Young
diagrams) in [10], only applied in the more general context of skew diagrams. For the reader’s
convenience, and since the particulars will be put to use often in Section 5, we provide the
construction of skew Specht modules here. The ‘spanning’ result [10, Prop. 5.14] and the
proof given in that paper also generalize without much difficulty to the skew case.
4.1. Garnir skew tableaux. Let A “ pa, b,mq be a node of λ{µ P S κ. We say A is a Garnir
node if pa` 1, b,mq is also a node of λ{µ. The A-Garnir belt BA is the set of nodes
BA “ tpa, c,mq P λ{µ | c ě bu Y tpa` 1, c,mq P λ{µ | c ď bu.
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For example, if l “ 1, A “ p2, 6, 1q, λ “ p11, 10, 7, 2, 2q, and µ “ p7, 4, 3, 1q, then BA is
highlighted below:
A
The A-Garnir tableau is the λ{µ-tableau gA that is equal to tλ{µ outside the Garnir belt, and
with numbers tλ{µpa, b,mq through tλ{µpa ` 1, b,mq inserted into the Garnir belt, in order
from bottom left to top right. Continuing the example, we have:
gA “
1 2 3 4
5 9 10 11 12 13
6 7 8 14
15
16 17
Lemma 4.1. Suppose that λ{µ P S κµ , A is a Garnir node of λ{µ, and t P Tabpλ{µq. If
t Ĳ gA, then t agrees with tλ{µ outside the A-Garnir belt.
Proof. Since wg
A
fixes the entries outside the Garnir belt, wt ď wg
A
must do the same. 
4.2. Bricks. Take λ{µ P S κµ and Garnir node A “ pa, b,mq P λ{µ. A brick is a set of nodes
tpc, d,m1q, pc, d` 1,m1q, . . . , pc, d` e´ 1,m1qu Ď BA
such that respc, d,m1q “ respAq. Let kA be the total number of bricks in BA, and let fA be
the number of bricks in row a of BA. Label the bricks BA1 , . . . , B
A
kA
in order from left to right,
beginning at the bottom left.
Going back to our example, for the case e “ 2, the bricks in BA are as labeled below:
gA “
1 2 3 4
5 9 10 11 12 13
6 7 8 14
15
16 17 BA1
BA2
BA3
For 1 ď r ď kA, let wAr P Sd be the element that swaps B
A
r and B
A
r`1. Define the group of
brick permutations
SA :“ xwA1 , . . . , w
A
kA´1y – SkA .
This is the trivial group if kA “ 0, e.g. if e “ 0.
Let GarA be the set of row-strict λ{µ-tableaux which are are obtained by the action of
SA on gA. All tableaux in GarA save gA are standard. By Lemma 2.5, gA is the unique
maximal element of GarA, and there exists a unique minimal element tA, which has the bricks
BA1 , . . . , B
A
fA
in order from left to right in row a, and the remaining bricks in order from left
to right in row a` 1. By definition, if t P GarA, then iptq “ ipgAq. Define iA as this common
residue sequence.
Let DA be the set of minimal length left coset representatives of SfAˆSkA´fA in S
A. We
have
GarA “ twtA | w P DAu.
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Continuing the example above, the elements of GarA are gA “ wA1 w
A
2 t
A (shown above),
and the following two tableaux:
tA “
1 2 3 4
5 7 8 9 10 13
6 11 12 14
15
16 17
wA2 t
A “
1 2 3 4
5 7 8 11 12 13
6 9 10 14
15
16 17
Taking κ “ p1q, the residues of nodes in λ{µ are as follows:
0 1 0 1
0 1 0 1 0 1
0 1 0 1
1
1 0
In diagrammatic notation,
ψt
A
1iλ{µ “
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0
,
ψw
A
2
tA1iλ{µ “
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0
,
ψg
A
1iλ{µ “
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0
.
The colors in the diagram are merely intended to highlight the action on bricks in BA.
Lemma 4.2. Suppose that λ{µ P S κµ and A P λ{µ is a Garnir node. Then
GarAztgAu “ tt P Stpλ{µq | t Ĳ gA and iptq “ iAu.
Moreover, deg t “ deg srg
A ´ air ,ir`1 for all t P Gar
AztgAu, where r “ gApAq ´ 1.
Proof. The first statement is clear from the preceding discussion and Lemma 4.1.
For the second statement, we instead prove that codegpsrg
Aq´ codegptq “ ´air ,ir`1 , which
is equivalent by [3, Lemma 3.12]. By the definition of codegree, and the fact that Yptq and
Ypsrg
Aq agree outside of the bricks of the Garnir belt, it is enough to consider the case where
λ{µ is a two-row Young diagram, with λ “ λ{µ “ ppkAe´ 1, pkA´ fAqeqq, and A “ p1, pkA´
fAqe, 1q. Pictorially,
λ “
A¨¨¨
¨¨¨
¨¨¨
Each brick contributes 0 to codegptq, and every brick contributes 0 to codegpsrg
Aq, except for
BA
kA´fA (the rightmost brick in the bottom row), which contributes 2 if e “ 2 and 1 if e ą 2.
Thus codegptq “ 0 and codegpsrg
Aq “ ´air ,ir`1 , and the result follows. 
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4.3. The skew Specht module Sλ{µ. Fix a Garnir node A P λ{µ. Define
σAr :“ ψwAr 1iA and τ
A
r :“ pσ
A
r ` 1q1iA .
Write u P SA as a reduced product wAr1 ¨ ¨ ¨w
A
ra
of simple generators in SA. If u P DA, then u
is fully commutative, and thus we have well-defined elements
tτAu :“ τ
A
r1
¨ ¨ ¨ τAra | u P D
Au.
For any s P GarA, we may can write ws “ uswt
A
so that ℓpwsq “ ℓpusq` ℓpwt
A
q and us P DA,
and the elements ψus , ψ
tA and ψs “ ψusψ
tA are all independent of the choice of reduced
decomposition.
Definition 4.3. Let λ{µ P S κµ,α, and A P λ{µ be a Garnir node. The Garnir element is
gA :“
ÿ
uPDA
τAu ψ
tA P Rα.(4.1)
By Lemma 4.2, all summands on the right side of (4.1) are of the same degree.
Definition 4.4. Let α P Q`, d “ htpαq, and λ{µ P S
κ
µ,α. Define the graded skew row
permutation module Mλ{µ “ Mλ{µpOq to be the graded Rα-module generated by the vector
mλ{µ in degree deg tλ{µ and subject only to the following relations:
(i) 1jm
λ{µ “ δj,iλ{µm
λ{µ for all j P xIyα;
(ii) yrm
λ{µ “ 0 for all r “ 1, . . . , d;
(iii) ψrm
λ{µ “ 0 for all r “ 1, . . . , d´ 1 such that r Ñtλ{µ r ` 1.
Definition 4.5. Let α P Q`, d “ htpαq, and λ{µ P S
κ
µ,α. We define the graded skew Specht
module Sλ{µ “ Sλ{µpOq to be the graded Rα-module generated by the vector z
λ{µ in degree
deg tλ{µ and subject only to the following relations:
(i) 1jz
λ{µ “ δj,iλ{µz
λ{µ for all j P xIyα;
(ii) yrz
λ{µ “ 0 for all r “ 1, . . . , d;
(iii) ψrz
λ{µ “ 0 for all r “ 1, . . . , d´ 1 such that r Ñtλ{µ r ` 1;
(iv) gAzλ{µ “ 0 for all Garnir nodes A P λ{µ.
In other words, Sλ{µ “ pRα{J
λ{µ
α qxdegptλ{µqy, where J
λ{µ
α is the homogeneous left ideal
of Rα generated by the elements
(i*) 1j ´ δj,iλ{µ for all j P xIyα;
(ii*) yr for all r “ 1, . . . , d;
(iii*) ψr for all r “ 1, . . . , d´ 1 such that rÑtλ{µ r ` 1;
(iv*) gA for all Garnir nodes A P λ{µ.
The elements (i*)-(iii*) generate a left ideal Kλ{µ such that Rα{K
λ{µ –Mλ{µ. So we have a
natural surjectionMλ{µ ։ Sλ{µ with kernel Jλ{µ generated by the Garnir relations gAmλ{µ “
0. This surjection maps mλ{µ to zλ{µ and Jλ{µ “ J
λ{µ
α m
λ{µ.
For t P Tabpλ{µq, we write
mt :“ ψtmλ{µ PMλ{µ and vt :“ ψtzλ{µ P Sλ{µ.
4.4. A basis for Mλ{µ and a spanning set for Sλ{µ.
Theorem 4.6. The elements of the set
tmt | t P Tabpλ{µq is row-strictu
form an O-basis for Mλ{µ.
Proof. This is [10, Theorem 5.6] in the Young diagram case. But since Mλ{µ is a permutation
module in the sense of [10, §3.6], the proof in the skew case also follows immediately from [10,
Theorem 3.23]. 
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Proposition 4.7. The elements of the set
tvt | t P Stpλ{µqu(4.2)
span Sλ{µ over O. Moreover, we have degpvtq “ degptq for all t P Stpλ{µq.
Proof. Using Lemma 3.2,
degpvtq “ degpψt1iλ{µz
λ{µq “ degpψt1iλ{µq ` degpz
λ{µq “ degptq ´ degptλ{µq ` degpzλ{µq,
which proves the second statement, as degpzλ{µq “ degptλ{µq by definition.
The proof of the first statement follows exactly as it does in the Young diagram case provided
in [10, Proposition 5.14]—there are clear skew analogues of the results in [10, §5.5–5.6]—the
only caveat is that our preferred partial order on standard tableaux is opposite that of [10], so
one must swap the direction of ‘Ÿ’ signs when necessary, and make use of the analogous skew
dominance results in Lemmas 2.1–2.6. 
5. Connecting skew Specht modules with restrictions of Specht modules
In this section we show that for λ P Pκα`β , the Rα,β-module Resα,βS
λ has a filtration with
subquotients isomorphic to Sµ b Sλ{µ, with µ P Pκα and λ{µ P S
κ
µ,β . As a consequence,
we get that (4.2) is an O-basis for Sλ{µ. For the case of Young diagrams, this was shown
in [10, Corollary 6.24]:
Theorem 5.1. Let λ P Pκα. Then S
λ has O-basis tvT | T P Stpλqu.
5.1. Submodules of Resα,βS
λ. Let α, β P Q` and htpαq “ a, htpβq “ b. Let λ P P
κ
α`β ,
µ P Pκα. By Theorem 5.1, S
λ
α,β :“ Resα,βpS
λq has O-basis tvT | T P Bu, where
B “ tT P Stpλq | contpshpTďaqq “ αu,
since 1α,βv
T “ vT if and only if ipTq “ i1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ia`b has αi1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨`αia “ α, and is zero otherwise.
Define
Bµ “ tT P B | shpTďaq İ µu and Cµ “ Otv
T P Sλ | T P Bµu.
Lemma 5.2. If U, T P B, U Ĳ T, and T P Bµ, then U P Bµ.
Proof. If U Ĳ T, then by Lemma 2.5, shpUďaq İ shpTďaq İ µ. 
Lemma 5.3. Cµ is an Rα,β-submodule of S
λ
α,β.
Proof. We show that Cµ is invariant under the action of generators of Rα,β . For idempotents
1ij this is clear. Let T P Bµ.
(1) For 1 ď j ď a` b, yjv
T is an O-linear combination of vU P B for UŸ T, by [3, Lemma
4.8]. By Lemma 5.2, each vU is in Cµ.
(2) For j P t1, . . . , a´ 1, a` 1, . . . , a` b´ 1u, where j ÑT j ` 1 or j ÓT j ` 1, then ψjv
T is
a linear combination of vU P B for UŸ T, by [3, Lemma 4.9], and the result follows by
Lemma 5.2.
(3) For j P t1, . . . , a ´ 1, a ` 1, . . . , a ` b ´ 1u, where j ñT j ` 1, then ψjv
T is a linear
combination of vU P B for UŸ T, by [4, Lemma 2.14], and the result follows by Lemma
5.2.
(4) Assume j P t1, . . . , a ´ 1, a ` 1, . . . , a ` b ´ 1u, and j ` 1 ñT j. Then sjT Ź T, and
sjw
T “ wsjT, with ℓpwsjTq “ ℓpwTq`1. Then by Lemma 3.3, ψjv
T “ vsjT`
ř
UŸsjT
cUv
U
for some constants cU P O. But psjTqďa “ Tďa, so sjT P Bµ and the result follows by
Lemma 5.2.
This exhausts the possibilities for T and completes the proof. 
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Now define BŹµ “
Ť
νŹµBν “ tT P B | shpTďaq Ź µu. Then CŹµ :“
ř
νŹµCν “ Otv
T P
Sλ | shpTďaq Ź µu is an Rα,β-submodule of S
λ
α,β . Define Nµ “ Cµ{CŹµ, and write
xT “ vT ` CŹµ P S
λ
α,β{CŹµ
for T P B. To cut down on notational clutter in what follows, write ξ for λ{µ, ξpiq for the
components λpiq{µpiq of λ{µ, and ξ
piq
j for the jth row of nodes in ξ
piq. Then for T P Tabpµq,
t P Tabpξq, define Tt P Tabpλq such that pTtqďa “ T and TtpAq “ YptqpAq for nodes A P ξ.
From the definition it is clear that Nµ has homogeneous O-basis
txT | T P Stpλq, shpcontpTďaqq “ µu “ tx
Tt | T P Stpµq, t P Stpξqu.
Write Tµξ :“ Tµtξ “ Yptξq, and write xµξ for xT
µξ
.
5.2. Constructing a morphism SµbSλ{µ Ñ Nµ. Define a (graded) morphism f from the
free module Rα,βxdeg T
µ ` deg tξy to Nµ by f : 1α,β ÞÑ x
µξ.
Proposition 5.4. The kernel of f contains the left ideal Kµα bRβ `Rα bK
ξ
β.
Proof. We show that the relevant generators of Kµα bRβ, given by (i*)–(iii*) in Definition 4.5
are sent to zero by f . The proof for Rα bK
ξ
β is similar.
(i*) First we consider idempotents.
f rp1j ´ δj,iµq b 1βs “ p1j,β ´ δj,iµqx
µξ “
ÿ
kPIβ
1jkx
µξ ´ δj,iµx
ξ
“
ÿ
kPIβ
δjk,iµiξx
µξ ´ δj,iµx
µξ “ δjiξ,iµiξx
µξ ´ δj,iµx
µξ “ 0.
(ii*) For 1 ď r ď a, we have by [3, Lemma 4.8] that fpyrq “ yr ¨ x
µξ is an O-linear
combination of xU, where U P B and UŸTµξ. But Tµξ is minimal such that shpTďaq “ µ,
so each U P BŹµ, and thus fpyrq “ 0.
(iii*) Note that r ÑTµ r ` 1 implies r ÑTµξ r ` 1, so by [3, Lemma 4.9] it follows that for
1 ď r ď a ´ 1, fpψrq “ ψrx
µξ is an O-linear combination of xU, where U P B and
UŸ Tµξ. But then as in (2) this implies that fpψrq “ 0.

The goal in the rest of this section is to show that in fact, the kernel of f contains the the
left ideal Jµα bRβ `Rα b J
ξ
β , i.e., g
Aµ b 1β (resp. 1α b g
Aξ) are sent to zero by f , for Garnir
nodes Aµ P µ (resp. Aξ P ξ). As the proofs for µ and ξ are similar (see Remark 5.10), we
focus on the former and leave the latter for the reader to verify. We will occasionally need to
make use of the following lemma, proved in [4, Lemma 2.16]:
Lemma 5.5. Suppose λ P Pκα, T P Stpλq, j1, . . . , jr P t1, . . . , d´1u, and that when ψj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ψjrz
λ
is expressed as a linear combination of standard basis elements, vT appears with non-zero co-
efficient. Then the expression sj1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sjr has a reduced expression for w
T as a subexpression.
Note that wµξ :“ wT
µξ
is in D
µ
p1q
1
,ξ
p1q
1
,...,µ
plq
npλ,lq
,ξ
plq
npλ,lq
a,b , the set of minimal length double coset
representatives for
Sa ˆSbzSa`b{Sµp1q
1
ˆS
ξ
p1q
1
ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆS
µ
plq
npλ,lq
ˆS
ξ
plq
npλ,lq
,
and as such is fully commutative. Writing n :“ npλ, lq, in diagrammatic form we have
wµξ “
µ
p1q
1
ξ
p1q
1
µ
p1q
2
ξ
p1q
2 ¨ ¨ ¨
µ
plq
n´1
ξ
plq
n´1 µ
plq
n ξ
plq
n
¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
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Here we are letting µ
pjq
i in the diagram stand for pa1, . . . , akq, where a1, . . . , ak are the entries
(in order) in Tλ of the nodes contained in the ith row of µpjq, and similarly for ξ
pjq
i .
Let 1 ď i ď l, 1 ď j ď npλ, iq. It will be useful to write wµξ “ wDi,jw
R
i,jw
L
i,j , the decomposi-
tion into fully commutative elements of Sa`b given as follows:
wµξ “
$’’’’’’’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’%
µ
p1q
1
ξ
p1q
1
µ
p1q
2 ¨ ¨ ¨
ξ
piq
j´2
µ
piq
j´1
ξ
piq
j´1
µ
piq
j
ξ
piq
j
µ
piq
j`1 ¨ ¨ ¨
ξ
plq
n´1 µ
plq
n ξ
plq
n
¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
wLi,j
wRi,j
wDi,j
.
Define ψXi,j :“ ψwXi,j for X P tL,R,Du, and set
ci,j “
ÿ
1ďhďi´1
1ďkďnpλ,hq
µ
phq
k `
ÿ
1ďkďj´1
µ
piq
k ,
di,j “
ÿ
1ďhďi´1
1ďkďnpλ,hq
ξ
phq
k `
ÿ
1ďkďj´1
ξ
piq
k .
If Ψ :“ ψr1 ¨ ¨ ¨ψrs for some r1, . . . , rs, then we will write Ψrcs :“ ψr1`c ¨ ¨ ¨ψrs`c for admissible
c P Z. The following lemma will aid us in translating between Garnir relations defining Sλ
and those defining Sµ.
Lemma 5.6. Assume r1, . . . , rs are such that ci,j`1 ď r1, . . . , rs ď a´1, and Ψ “ ψr1 ¨ ¨ ¨ψrs .
Then
Ψxµξ “ ψDi,jψ
L
i,jΨrdi,jsψ
R
i,jx
λ.
Proof. We go by induction on s, the base case s “ 0 being trivial. By assumption we have
Ψxµξ “ ψr1 ¨ ¨ ¨ψrsx
µξ “ ψr1ψ
D
i.jψ
L
i.jψr2`di,j ¨ ¨ ¨ψrs`di,jψ
R
i,jx
λ.
Write iµ
phq
k for the residue sequence associated with the nodes in µ
phq
k in T
λ, and similarly for
iξ
phq
k . In terms of Khovanov-Lauda diagrams, with the vector xλ pictured as being at the top
of the diagram, we must show that
i
µ
p1q
1 i
ξ
p1q
1 i
µ
p1q
2 ¨ ¨ ¨ i
ξ
piq
j´ 2 i
µ
piq
j´ 1 i
ξ
piq
j´ 1 i
µ
piq
j i
ξ
piq
j i
µ
piq
j` 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ i
ξ
plq
n´ 1 iµ
plq
n iξ
plq
n
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
ψRi,j
ψLi,jψr2`di,j
¨ ¨ ¨ψrs`di,j
ψDi,j
ψr1
ψr2`di,j
¨ ¨ ¨ψrs`di,j
ψr1
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is equal to
i
µ
p1q
1 i
ξ
p1q
1 i
µ
p1q
2 ¨ ¨ ¨ i
ξ
piq
j´ 2 i
µ
piq
j´ 1 i
ξ
piq
j´ 1 i
µ
piq
j i
ξ
piq
j i
µ
piq
j` 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ i
ξ
plq
n´ 1 iµ
plq
n iξ
plq
n
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
ψRi,j
ψLi,jψr1`di,j
¨ ¨ ¨ψrs`di,j
ψDi,j
ψr1`di,j
¨ ¨ ¨ψrs`di,j
Let j “ wLi,jwr2`di,j ¨ ¨ ¨wrs`di,jw
R
i,ji
λ. Since sr1w
D
i,j “ w
D
i,jsr1`di,j and ℓpsr1w
D
i,jq “ ℓpw
D
i,jq `
ℓpsr1q, it follows from Lemma 3.3 that
ψr1ψ
D
i,j1j “ ψ
D
i,jψr1`di,j1j `
ÿ
uŸwDi,j
cuψuψ
ǫu
r1`di,j
fupyq1j(5.1)
for some constants cu P O, polynomials fupy1, . . . , yb`dq, and ǫu P t0, 1u. Thus it remains to
show that
ψuψ
ǫu
r1`di,j
fupyqψr2`di,j ¨ ¨ ¨ψrs`di,jψ
R
i,jψ
L
i,jx
λ “ 0 P Sλ{CŹµ
for all u in the sum in (5.1). Let stR
1
¨ ¨ ¨ stR
NR
be the preferred reduced expression for wRi,j , and
similarly for wLi,j . Pushing the y’s to the right to act (as zero) on x
λ, this is by lemma 3.3 an
O-linear combination of terms of the form
ψuψ
ǫu
r1`di,j
ψǫ2r2`di,j ¨ ¨ ¨ψ
ǫs
rs`di,j
ψ
ǫs`1
tR
1
¨ ¨ ¨ψ
ǫs`NR
tR
NR
ψ
ǫs`NR`1
tL
1
¨ ¨ ¨ψǫs`NR`NL
tL
NL
xλ(5.2)
for some ǫi P t0, 1u. Write Θ for the sequence of ψ’s in (5.2). Assume v
U appears with nonzero
coefficient when Θvλ is expanded in terms of basis elements. Then it follows from Lemma 5.5
that one can write wU diagrammatically by removing crossings from the diagram
µ
p1q
1
ξ
p1q
1
µ
p1q
2 ¨ ¨ ¨
ξ
piq
j´ 2
µ
piq
j´ 1
ξ
piq
j´ 1
µ
piq
j
ξ
piq
j
µ
piq
j` 1 ¨ ¨ ¨
ξ
plq
n´ 1 µ
plq
n ξ
plq
n
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
wRi,j
wLi,jsr1`di,j
¨ ¨ ¨ srs`di,j
ψDi,j
sr1`di,j
¨ ¨ ¨ srs`di,j
and in particular, removing at least one crossing from wDi,j , the third row of the diagram, since
u Ÿ wDi,j . But in any case, this implies that there is a pink strand that ends to the left of a
blue strand, i.e., some t ď a such that pwUq´1ptq is in ξ
phq
k for some h, k. Then shpUďaq ‰ µ.
But since Nµ is an Rα,β-submodule, we must have U P Bµ. This implies that U P BŹµ, and
hence xU “ 0 P Sλ{Cµ. 
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Let Aµ be a Garnir node in µ. This is also a Garnir node of λ, and when we consider it
as such, we will label it with Aλ. Let B
Aλ be the Garnir belt associated with Aλ, and let
BAµ be the Garnir belt of nodes in µ. Assume Aλ is in row j of the ith component of λ. We
subdivide the sets of nodes of µ
piq
j , µ
piq
j`1 and ξ
piq
j in the following fashion:
(1) We subdivide µ
piq
j into three sets:
(a) Let µA,1 be the nodes of µ
piq
j not contained in B
Aµ .
(b) Let µA,2 be the nodes of µ
piq
j contained in bricks in B
Aµ .
(c) Let µA,3 be the nodes of µ
piq
j contained in B
Aµ , but not contained in any brick.
(2) We subdivide ξ
piq
j into three sets:
(a) Let ξA,1 be the nodes of ξ
piq
j contained in a brick in B
Aλ which contains nodes of
µ.
(b) Let ξA,2 be the nodes of ξ
piq
j contained in a brick inB
Aλ which is entirely contained
in ξ.
(c) Let ξA,3 be the nodes of ξ
piq
j contained in B
Aλ , but not contained in any brick.
(3) We subdivide µ
piq
j`1 into three sets:
(a) Let µA,1 be the nodes of µ
piq
j`1 contained in B
Aµ but not contained in any brick.
(b) Let µA,2 be the nodes of µ
piq
j`1 contained in bricks in B
Aµ .
(c) Let µA,3 be the nodes of µ
piq
j`1 not contained in B
Aµ .
For example, if l “ 1, µ “ p14, 10q, λ “ p23, 18q, A “ p1, 8, 1q and e “ 3, then the subdivisions
are as follows:
µA,1 µA,2 µA,3 ξA,1 ξA,2 ξA,3
µA,1 µA,2 µA,3 ξ
p1q
2
A
Now write wRi,j “ w
R1
i,jw
R2
i,j , where w
R1
i,j , w
R2
i,j are given as follows:
wRi,j “
$’’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’’%
µ
p1q
1
ξ
p1q
1
µ
p1q
2 ¨ ¨ ¨
µ
piq
j ξA,1 ξA,2 ξA,3 µA,1 µA,2 µA,3
ξ
piq
j`1
µ
piq
j`2 ¨ ¨ ¨
ξ
plq
n´1 µ
plq
n ξ
plq
n
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
wR
2
i,j
wR
1
i,j
.
Let GAλ “ ωTAλ and GAµ “ ζTAµ , where ω P DAλ and ζ P DAµ . Then ω “ ω2ω1, where
ω1, ω2 P S
Aλ are given as follows:
wG
Aλ
“
$’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’%
µ
p1q
1
ξ
p1q
1 ¨ ¨ ¨
µ
piq
j´1
ξ
piq
j´1 µA,1 µA,2 µA,3 ξA,1 ξA,2 ξA,3 µA,1 µA,2 µA,3
ξ
piq
j`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ µ
plq
n ξ
plq
n
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
wT
Aλ
ω2
ω1
.
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Then
ζwT
Aµ
wµξ “ wpG
Aµ qtξ “ wDi,jw
L
i,jw
R1
i,jw
GAλ “ wDi,jw
L
i,jw
R1
i,jω1ω2w
TAλ .(5.3)
This is best seen diagrammatically. On the right side of (5.3) we have
µ
p1q
1
ξ
p1q
1 ¨ ¨ ¨
µ
piq
j´1
ξ
piq
j´1 µA,1 µA,2 µA,3 ξA,1 ξA,2 ξA,3 µA,1 µA,2 µA,3
ξ
piq
j`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ µ
plq
n ξ
plq
n
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
wT
Aλ
ω2
ω1
wLi,jw
R1
i,j
wDi,j
.(5.4)
and pulling the µA,2, µA,3 strands to the left gives us the left side of (5.3):
µ
p1q
1
ξ
p1q
1 ¨ ¨ ¨
µ
piq
j´1
ξ
piq
j´1 µA,1 µA,2 µA,3 ξA,1 ξA,2 ξA,3 µA,1 µA,2 µA,3
ξ
piq
j`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ µ
plq
n ξ
plq
n
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
wµξ
wT
Aµ
ζ
.
Let ω1 “ w
Aλ
r1
1
¨ ¨ ¨wAλ
r1n1
and ω2 “ w
Aλ
r2
1
¨ ¨ ¨wAλ
r2n2
be reduced words for ω1 and ω2 in S
Aλ . Now
consider
w “ pwAλ
r1
1
qǫ
1
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ pwAλ
r1n1
qǫ
1
n1 pwAλ
r2
1
qǫ
2
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ pwAλ
r2n2
qǫ
2
n2 P SAλ ,(5.5)
where each ǫhk P t0, 1u. In other words, w is achieved by deleting simple transpositions in S
Aλ
from ω.
Lemma 5.7. If ǫ2k “ 0 for some 1 ď k ď n2, then
ψDi,jψ
L
i,jψ
R1
i,jpσ
Aλ
r1
1
qǫ
1
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ pσAλ
r1n1
qǫ
1
n1 pσAλ
r2
1
qǫ
2
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ pσAλ
r2n2
qǫ
2
n2ψT
Aλ
xλ “ 0.
Proof. By Lemma 3.3,
ψDi,jψ
L
i,jψ
R1
i,jpσ
Aλ
r1
1
qǫ
1
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ pσAλ
r1n1
qǫ
1
n1 pσAλ
r2
1
qǫ
2
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ pσAλ
r2n2
qǫ
2
n2ψT
Aλ
vλ
is an O-linear combination of elements of the form vT, where a reduced expression for wT ap-
pears as a subexpression in the (not necessarily reduced) concatenation of reduced expressions
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associated with
wDi,jw
L
i,jw
R1
i,jpw
Aλ
r1
1
qǫ
1
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ pwAλ
r1n1
qǫ
1
n1 pwAλ
r2
1
qǫ
2
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ pwAλ
r2n2
qǫ
2
n2wT
Aλ
.
In other words, one can write wT by removing crossings in (5.4), and in particular (since
ǫ2k “ 0 for some k), removing at least one of the pink/blue crossings in the second row. In
any case then, there is some pink strand that wT sends to the left side, i.e., some c ď a such
that pwTq´1pcq P ξ
phq
k for some h, k. Then shpTďaq ‰ µ. But since w
T is obtained by removing
crossings in wpG
Aµ qtξ , we have T Ĳ GAµtξ. If sr is the transposition such that srG
Aµtξ P Stpλq,
then Lemma 2.6 implies that T Ĳ srG
Aµtξ P Bµ, which in turn implies by Lemma 5.2 that
T P Bµ. But then T P BŹµ, and thus x
T “ 0 P Sλ{CŹµ. 
Every w P DAλ can be written as a reduced expression of the form (5.5) for some ǫhk P t0, 1u.
If ǫ2k “ 0 for some 1 ď k ď n2, or equivalently, if there is some node pa, b,mq in ξ such that
wTAλpa, b,mq ‰ GAλpa, b,mq, then the above lemma implies that
ψDi,jψ
L
i,jψ
R1
i,jτ
Aλ
w ψ
TAλxλ “ 0,
and
ψDi,jψ
L
i,jψ
R1
i,jτ
Aλ
w ψ
TAλxλ “ ψDi,jψ
L
i,jψ
R1
i,jpσ
Aλ
r1
1
qǫ
1
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ pσAλ
r1n1
qǫ
1
n1ψω2ψ
TAλxλ
otherwise. Let fAλ and fAµ denote the number of bricks in the top row of BAλ and BAµ
respectively. Note that w “ pwAλ
r1
1
qǫ
1
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ pwAλ
r1n1
qǫ
1
n1ω2 is a reduced expression for an ele-
ment in DAλ if and only if pwAλ
r1
1
qǫ
1
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ pwAλ
r1n1
qǫ
1
n1 is a reduced expression for an element in
Df
Aµ ,kAλ´fAλ . Since kAµ “ kAλ ´pfAλ ´ fAµq, this allows us to associate DAµ with DAλ in
the following way. Let pDAλ be the set of all w P DAλ such that ǫ2k ‰ 0 for all k. Then there
is a bijection between DAµ and pDAλ given by u ÞÑ urdi,jsω2.
Lemma 5.8. For all u P DAµ ,
τuψ
TAµψµξxλ “ ψDi,jψ
L
i,jψ
L1
i,jτurdi,jsψω2ψ
TAλxλ.
Proof. This is easily seen in terms of Khovanov-Lauda diagrams, with xλ pictured as being at
the top of the diagram. The left side:
i
µ
p1q
1 i
ξ
p1q
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ i
µ
piq
j´ 1 i
ξ
piq
j´ 1 iµ
A,1
iµ
A,2
iµ
A,3
iξ
A,1
iξ
A,2
iξ
A,3
i
µA,1 i
µA,2 i
µA,3 i
ξ
piq
j` 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ iµ
plq
n iξ
plq
n
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
ψµξ
ψT
Aµ
τu τu
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is by Lemma 5.6 equal to
i
µ
p1q
1 i
ξ
p1q
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ i
µ
piq
j´ 1 i
ξ
piq
j´ 1 iµ
A,1
iµ
A,2
iµ
A,3
iξ
A,1
iξ
A,2
iξ
A,3
i
µA,1 i
µA,2 i
µA,3 i
ξ
piq
j 1` ¨ ¨ ¨ iµ
plq
n iξ
plq
n
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
ψR
2
i,j
ψR
1
i,j
ψT
Aµ
rdi,j s
ψLi,jτurdi,j s
ψDi,j
τurdi,js
which, after an isotopy of strands, becomes the right side in the lemma statement:
i
µ
p1q
1 i
ξ
p1q
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ i
µ
piq
j´ 1 i
ξ
piq
j´ 1 iµ
A,1
iµ
A,2
iµ
A,3
iξ
A,1
iξ
A,2
iξ
A,3
i
µA,1 i
µA,2 i
µA,3 i
ξ
piq
j` 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ iµ
plq
n iξ
plq
n
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
ψT
Aλ
ψω2
τurdi,j s
ψLi,jψ
R1
i,j
ψDi,j
τurdi,js
completing the proof. 
Lemma 5.9. Let Aµ be a Garnir node of µ. Then fpg
Aµ b 1βq “ 0.
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Proof. We make use of Lemma 5.8 and the bijection between DAµ and pDAλ :
fpgAµ b 1βq “ g
Aµ ¨ xµξ “
˜ ÿ
uPDAµ
τuψ
TAµ
¸
ψµξxλ
“
ÿ
uPDAµ
ψDi,jψ
L
i,jψ
R1
i,jτurdi,jsψω2ψ
TAλxλ
“ ψDi,jψ
L
i,jψ
R1
i,j
ÿ
uPDAµ
τurdi,jsψω2ψ
TAλxλ
“ ψDi,jψ
L
i,jψ
R1
i,j
ÿ
wPDAλ
τwψ
TAλxλ
“ ψDi,jψ
L
i,jψ
R1
i,jg
Aλxλ
“ 0.

Remark 5.10. Although we have focused on Garnir nodes in µ, there are obvious analogues
(whose proofs are entirely analogous) of Lemmas 5.6, 5.7, and 5.8, which imply the analogue
of Proposition 5.9:
fp1α b g
Aξq “ 0
for Garnir nodes in ξ.
Proposition 5.11. The map f : Rα,βxdeg T
µ ` deg tξy Ñ Nµ induces a graded isomorphism
f : Sµ b Sξ
„
ÝÑ Nµ.
Proof. We have that f factors through to a map
Rα,β{pJ
µ
α bRβ `Rα b J
ξ
βqxdeg T
µ ` deg tξy ÑNµ
by Lemmas 5.4, 5.9 and Remark 5.10. However, we also have
Rα,β{pJ
µ
α bRβ `Rα b J
ξ
βqxdeg T
µ ` deg tξy – Rα{J
µ
α xdeg T
µy bRβ{J
ξ
βxdeg t
ξy “ Sµ b Sξ.
Moreover, for all T P Stpµq, t P Stpξq,
fpvT b vtq “ fpψTvµ b ψtvξq “ ψTψtrasxµξ “ ψTψtrasψµξxλ “ xTt `
ÿ
UŸTt
dUx
U
for some constants dU, by Lemma 3.3. Since tv
T b vt | T P Stpµq, t P Stpξqu is a spanning
set for Sµ b Sξ and txTt | T P Stpµq, t P Stpξqu is a basis for Nµ, it follows that f is an
isomorphism. 
5.3. A basis for Sλ{µ and a filtration for Resα,βS
λ. Proposition 5.11 in hand, we may
now prove two theorems which complete the analogy with the definition (1.1) in the semisimple
case, and justify our use of the term skew Specht module for Sλ{µ.
Theorem 5.12. Let λ{µ P S κµ,α. Then S
λ{µ has a homogeneous O-basis
tvt | t P Stpλ{µqu.(5.6)
Proof. By Proposition 4.2, the set (5.6) spans Sλ{µ over O, and the set is linearly independent
by Proposition 5.11. 
Theorem 5.13. Let λ P Pκα`β. Let tµ1, . . .µku “ tµ P P
κ
α | µ Ă λu and assume the labels
are such that µi Ź µj ùñ i ă j. Write
Vi :“
iÿ
j“1
Cµj “ O
 
vT P Sλ | T P Stpλq, shpTďaq “ µj for some j ă i
(
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for all i. Then
0 “ V0 ď V1 ď V2 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď Vk “ Resα,βS
λ
is a graded filtration of Resα,βS
λ by Rα,β-submodules, with subquotients
Vi{Vi´1 – S
µi b Sλ{µi .
Proof. The fact that Vk “ Resα,βS
λ follows from the fact that B “
Ťk
j“1 Bµj and tv
T | T P Bu
is a basis for Resα,βS
λ. Since Cµi ě Cµj if µj İ µi, we have
Vi “
iÿ
j“1
Cµj “ Cµi ‘
ÿ
jďi´1
µjŻµi
Cµj
and
Vi´1 “
i´1ÿ
j“1
Cµj “
ÿ
µjŹµi
Cµj ‘
ÿ
jďi´1
µjŻµi
Cµj “ CŹµi ‘
ÿ
jďi´1
µjŻµi
Cµj ,
which implies that Vi{Vi´1 – Cµi{CŹµi “ Nµi – S
µi b Sλ{µi . 
Remark 5.14. Theorem 5.13 may be compared with [6, Theorem 3.1], which gives a similar
result for restrictions of classical Specht modules over the symmetric group algebra to Young
subgroups. However, the connection between our skew Specht RαpFq-modules S
λ{µ and the
skew Specht FSn-module S
λ{µ
FSn
defined in [6] is not as direct as may be expected. Taking
e “ char F, it is shown in [2] that there exists a surjection Rn :“
À
htpαq“nRα ։ R
Λi
n – FSn.
Inflating S
λ{µ
FSn
along this map, we have an Rn-module inflS
λ{µ
FSn
, and truncating Sλ{µ yields
an FSn-module prS
λ{µ. However it is not the case that prSλ{µ – S
λ{µ
FSn
nor inflS
λ{µ
FSn
– Sλ{µ
in general, though the (ungraded) dimensions do agree in the latter case, and both statements
hold when µ “ ∅ and κ “ piq.
For an explicit example of this difference, take e “ char F ą 0, and n ą 1. Let
λ “ pne´ e` 1, ne´ 2e` 2, ne´ 3e` 3, . . . , nq,
µ “ pne´ e, ne´ 2e` 1, ne´ 3e` 2, . . . , n´ 1q.
Then λ{µ consists of n disconnected nodes of some residue i (depending on κ). The FSn-
module S
λ{µ
FSn
is isomorphic to the regular module FSnFSn, and thus inflS
λ{µ
FSn
is reducible.
However, Sλ{µ as defined in this paper is irreducible—in fact it is the unique irreducible Rnαi -
module (up to grading shift), see [7, §2.2]. Moreover, prSλ{µ “ 0 as FSn has no n!-dimensional
irreducible modules.
5.4. Induction product of skew Specht modules. The following theorem was proved
in [10, Theorem 8.2] in the context of Young diagrams, but the proof is applicable with no
significant alteration to the more general case of skew diagrams.
Theorem 5.15. Suppose that λ{µ P S κα . Then
Sλ{µ – Sλ
p1q{µp1q ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ Sλ
plq{µplqxdλ{µy,
as graded Rα-modules, where
dλ{µ “ degpt
λ{µq ´ degptλ
p1q{µp1qq ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ degptλ
plq{µplqq.
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6. Joinable diagrams
In this section we present a useful, albeit rather technical, result regarding the graded charac-
ters of skew Specht modules whose associated component diagrams jibe with each other in a
specific sense. This result, together with Theorem 5.15, will make it possible for us to identify
cuspidal modules in §8 while operating solely at the level of characters.
Definition 6.1. Let l “ 2, κ “ pk1, k2q, and λ “ pλ
p1q, λp2qq P Pκ. Write xi :“ npλ, iq, and
yi :“ λ
piq
1 . If px1, 1, 1q (the bottom left node in λ
p1q) and p1, y2, 2q (the top right node in λ
p2q)
are such that respx1, 1, 1q “ resp1, y2, 2q ` 1, we call λ joinable.
In this section we will assume that λ is joinable. Define the one-part multicharges κ˚ :“
pk2 ` x1q and κ˚ :“ pk2 ` x1 ´ 1q. We now define λ
˚{µ˚ P S κ
˚
and λ˚{µ˚ P S
κ˚ by setting:
λ˚ :“ pλp1q ` y2 ´ 1, . . . , λ
p1q
x1
` y2 ´ 1, λ
p2q
1 , . . . , λ
p2q
x2
q, µ˚ :“ ppy2 ´ 1q
x1q,
and
λ˚ :“ pλ
p1q ` y2, . . . , λ
p1q
x1
` y2, λ
p2q
2 , . . . , λ
p2q
x2
q, µ˚ :“ py
x1´1
2 q.
In other words, λ˚{µ˚ is achieved by shifting the Young diagram associated with λp1q until
its bottom-left node lies directly above the top-right node of λp2q, and then viewing this as a
one-part skew diagram. Similarly, λ˚{µ˚ is achieved by shifting the Young diagram associated
with λp1q until its bottom-left node lies directly to the right of the top-right node of λp2q.
There is an obvious bijection τ˚ (resp. τ˚) between nodes of λ and λ
˚{µ˚ (resp. λ˚{µ˚),
given by
λp1q Q pa, b, 1q pa, b` y2 ´ 1q P λ
˚{µ˚
λp2q Q pa, b, 2q pa` x1, bq P λ
˚{µ˚
τ˚
τ˚
and, respectively,
λp1q Q pa, b, 1q pa, b ` y2q P λ˚{µ˚
λp2q Q pa, b, 2q pa` x1 ´ 1, bq P λ˚{µ˚
τ˚
τ˚
Note that the charges κ˚ and κ˚ are chosen so that residues of nodes are preserved under this
bijection. Let T P Stpλq. Viewing the tableau as a function t1, . . . , du Ñ λ, then composing
with τ˚ (resp. τ˚) gives a λ
˚{µ˚-tableau (resp. λ˚{µ˚-tableau). Define
T˚ :“ τ˚ ˝ T and T˚ :“ τ˚ ˝ T.
Then we have bijections
tT P Stpλq | Tpx1, 1, 1q ă Tp1, y2, 2qu Stpλ
˚{µ˚q
τ˚
and
tT P Stpλq | Tpx1, 1, 1q ą Tp1, y2, 2qu Stpλ˚{µ˚q
τ˚
Example 6.2. Let e “ 3, κ “ p0, 1q, λp1q “ p3, 2, 2q and λp2q “ p2, 2q. Then λ is joinable since
resp3, 1, 1q “ 1 “ 0 ` 1 “ resp1, 2, 2q ` 1. Then, with respect to the row- and column-leading
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tableaux, we have:
Tλ “
1 2 3
4 5
6 7
8 9
10 11
pTλq˚ “
1 2 3
4 5
6 7
8 9
10 11
Tλ “
5 8 11
6 9
7 10
1 3
2 4
pTλq˚ “
5 8 11
6 9
7 101 3
2 4
Lemma 6.3. Let λ P Pκ be joinable, resp1, y2, 2q “ i, and let T P Stpλq. Then
deg T˚ “ deg T´
´
Λi, contpλ
p1qq
¯
if Tpx1, 1, 1q ă Tp1, y2, 2q, and
deg T˚ “ deg T´
´
Λi`1, contpλ
p1qq
¯
if Tpx1, 1, 1q ą Tp1, y2, 2q.
Proof. We prove the first statement. The second is similar. Let U “ Tďt for some t. We’ll
show that the claim holds for U:
degpU˚q “ degpUq ´
´
Λi, contpshpUq
p1qq
¯
,(6.1)
going by induction on the size of shpUq.
For the base case we have shpUq “ p∅,∅q, so that degpUq “ 0 “ degpU˚q “ 0.
Now we attack the induction step. By the inductive definition of degree for tableaux, we
just need to show that for every removable node A in U,
dτ˚pAqpshpYpU
˚qqq ´ dApshpUqq “
#
´1 A P λp1q and respAq “ i,
0 otherwise.
(6.2)
By the construction of U˚, it is clear that for 1 ď r ď x1 ´ 1 and j P I, the r-th row of
shpUqp1q has an addable (resp. removable) j-node if and only if the corresponding r-th row in
shpYpU˚qq has an addable (resp. removable) j-node. Similarly, for 2 ď r ď x2, the r-th row
of shpUqp2q has an addable (resp. removable) j-node if and only if the corresponding px1 ` rq-
th row in shpYpU˚qq has an addable (resp. removable) j-node. Thus it remains to compare
addable/removable nodes of rows x1, x1 ` 1 in shpUq
p1q and row 1 in shpUqp2q with the rows
x1, x1 ` 1 in shpYpU
˚qq.
For simplicity, we label
‚ B :“ px1 ´ 1, 1, 1q, the bottom-left node in λ
p1q. Write B˚ :“ τ˚pBq. Both B and B˚
have residue i` 1.
‚ C :“ p1, y2´1, 2q, the node to the left of the top-right node in λ
p2q. Write C˚ :“ τ˚pCq.
Both C and C˚ have residue i´ 1.
‚ D :“ p1, y2, 2q, the top-right node in λ
p2q. Write D˚ :“ τ˚pDq. Both D and D˚ have
residue i.
For instance, in 6.2 these labels correspond to the nodes shown below:
B
C D
λ
Row x1 of λ
p1q
99K
Row x1`1 of λ
p1q
99K
Row 1 of λp2q 99K
λ˚{µ˚
B˚
C˚D˚
Row x1 of λ
˚{µ˚ 99K
Row x1`1 of λ
˚{µ˚ 99K
There are five cases to consider.
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(1) tB,C,Du X shpUq “ ∅.
‚ Row x1 of shpUq
p1q has addable node B iff B˚ is addable in shpYpU˚qq. Row x1 of
shpUqp1q has no removable nodes.
‚ Row x1 ` 1 of shpUq
p1q has no addable/removable nodes.
‚ Row 1 of shpUqp2q has an addable (resp. removable) j-node iff row x1 ` 1 of
shpYpU˚qq has an addable (resp. removable) j-node.
‚ Row x1 of shpYpU
˚qq has a removable i-node (the bottom-right node of µ˚ to be
precise).
From this (6.2) follows.
(2) tB,C,Du X shpUq “ tBu.
‚ Row x1 of shpUq
p1q has an addable (resp. removable) j-node iff row x1 of shpYpU
˚qq
has an addable (resp. removable) j-node.
‚ Row x1 ` 1 of shpUq
p1q has an addable i-node, and no removable nodes.
‚ Row 1 of shpUqp2q has an addable (resp. removable) j-node iff row x1 ` 1 of
shpYpU˚qq has an addable (resp. removable) j-node.
From this (6.2) follows.
(3) tB,C,Du X shpUq “ tCu.
‚ Row x1 of shpUq
p1q has addable node B iff B˚ is addable in shpYpU˚qq. Row x1 of
shpUqp1q has no removable nodes.
‚ Row x1 ` 1 of shpUq
p1q has no addable/removable nodes.
‚ Row 1 of shpUqp2q has an addable i-node D. Row 1 of shpUqp2q has removable node
C iff C˚ is removable in row x1 ` 1 of shpYpU
˚qq.
‚ Row x1 of shpYpU
˚qq has no removable nodes.
‚ Row x1 ` 1 of shpYpU
˚qq has no addable nodes.
From this (6.2) follows.
(4) tB,C,Du X shpUq “ tB,Cu.
‚ Row x1 of shpUq
p1q has an addable (resp. removable) j-node iff row x1 of shpYpU
˚qq
has an addable (resp. removable) j-node.
‚ Row x1 ` 1 of shpUq
p1q has an addable i-node and no removable node.
‚ Row 1 of shpUqp2q has an addable (resp. removable) j-node iff row x1 ` 1 of
shpYpU˚qq has an addable (resp. removable) j-node.
From this (6.2) follows.
(5) tB,C,Du X shpUq “ tB,C,Du.
‚ Row x1 of shpUq
p1q has an addable (resp. removable) j-node to the right of B
iff row x1 of shpYpU
˚qq has an addable (resp. removable) j-node to the right of
B˚. The pi ` 1q-node B is not removable in row x1 of shpUq
p1q iff row x1 ` 1 of
shpYpU˚qq has an addable pi ` 1q-node to the right of D˚.
‚ Row x1 ` 1 of shpUq
p1q has an addable i-node and no removable node.
‚ Row 1 of shpUqp2q has an addable pi ` 1q-node. Row 1 of shpUqp2q has removable
node D iff D˚ is removable in row x1 ` 1 of shpYpU
˚qq.
From this (6.2) follows.
Thus in all cases, (6.2) is satisfied, and the lemma follows by induction. 
Definition 6.4. We say that an arbitrary skew diagram λ{µ is minimal if µ
piq
1 ă λ
piq
1 and
µ
piq
npλ,iq “ 0 for all i. Less formally, a skew diagram is minimal if, in each component, it has
nodes in the top row and in the leftmost column.
Definition 6.5. Let l=2. We say that λ{µ P S κ is joinable if it is minimal and λ is joinable.
Assuming λ{µ is joinable, define κ˚, κ˚, xi, yi as before, with respect to λ. In the same vein
as before we construct a skew tableau λ˚{µ˚ by shifting the skew diagram λp1q{µp1q until the
lower left node lies above the upper right node of λp2q{µp2q, and we construct a skew tableau
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λ˚{µ˚ by shifting the skew diagram λp1q{µp1q until the lower left node lies directly to the right
of the upper right node of λp2q{µp2q. Specifically, define λ˚{µ˚ P S κ
˚
and λ˚{µ˚ P S
κ˚ by
setting:
λ˚ :“ pλ
p1q
1 ` y2 ´ 1, . . . , λ
p1q
x1
` y2 ´ 1, λ
p2q
1 , . . . , λ
p2q
x2
q,
µ˚ :“ pµ
p1q
1 ` y2 ´ 1, . . . , µ
p1q
x1
` y2 ´ 1, µ
p2q
1 , . . . , µ
p2q
x2
q,
and
λ˚ :“ pλ
p1q
1 ` y2, . . . , λ
p1q
x1
` y2, λ
p2q
2 , . . . , λ
p2q
x2
q,
µ˚ :“ pµ
p1q
1 ` y2, . . . , µ
p1q
x1
` y2, µ
p2q
2 , . . . , µ
p2q
x2
q.
With τ˚ and τ
˚ defined as before with respect to λ, we define
Tabpλ˚{µ˚q Q t˚ :“ τ˚ ˝ t and Tabpλ˚{µ˚q Q t˚ :“ τ˚ ˝ t
for u P Tabpλ{µq. We have bijections
tt P Stpλ{µq | tpx1, 1, 1q ă tp1, y2, 2qu Stpλ
˚{µ˚q
τ˚
and
tt P Stpλ{µq | tpx1, 1, 1q ą tp1, y2, 2qu Stpλ
˚{µ˚q
τ˚
Proposition 6.6. Let λ{µ P S κ be joinable, with the top right node in λp2q having residue i.
Let t P Stpλ{µq. Then
deg t˚ “ deg t´
´
Λi, contpλ
p1q{µp1qq
¯
if tpx1, 1, 1q ă tp1, y2, 2q, and
deg t˚ “ deg t´
´
Λi`1, contpλ
p1q{µp1qq
¯
if tpx1, 1, 1q ą tp1, y2, 2q.
Proof. We prove the first statement. The second is similar. Let ν “ λ˚zshpptλq˚q. Then by
definition,
deg t˚ “ deg Ypt˚q ´ deg Tpµ
˚q(6.3)
deg t “ deg Yptq ´ deg Tµ(6.4)
deg Yptq˚ “ deg YpYptq˚q ´ deg Tν(6.5)
Lemma 6.3 gives us
deg Yptq˚ “ deg Yptq ´
´
Λi, contpλ
p1qq
¯
(6.6)
Note that YpYptq˚q and Ypt˚q agree outside of µ˚, so
deg Yptq˚ ` deg Tν ´ deg Ypt˚q “ deg YpYptq˚q ´ deg Ypt˚q
“ deg YpYptq˚qď|µ˚| ´ deg Ypt
˚qď|µ˚|
“ deg Y
`
pTµq˚
˘
´ deg Tpµ
˚q
“ degpTµq˚ ` deg Tν ´ deg Tpµ
˚q
“ deg Tµ ´
´
Λi, contpµ
p1qq
¯
` deg Tν ´ deg Tpµ
˚q,(6.7)
using (6.1) in the last step. Combining equations (6.3)—(6.7) yields the result. 
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Lemma 6.7. Let λ{µ P S κ be a joinable skew diagram, and assume the top right node in
λp2q has residue i. With λ˚{µ˚ P S κ
˚
and λ˚{µ˚ P S
κ˚ defined as above, we have
chqpS
λ{µq “ qd
˚
chq
´
Sλ
˚{µ˚
¯
` qd˚chq
´
Sλ˚{µ˚
¯
“ qdλ{µchq
´
Sλ
p1q{µp1q ˝ Sλ
p2q{µp2q
¯
,
where
d˚ “
´
Λi, contpλ
p1q{µp1qq
¯
d˚ “
´
Λi`1, contpλ
p1q{µp1qq
¯
dλ{µ “ deg t
λ{µ ´ deg tλ
p1q{µp1q ´ deg tλ
p2q{µp2q .
Proof. The first equality follows from Corollary 5.12 and Proposition 6.6, via the bijections
that τ˚ and τ˚ induce on basis elements. The second equality is Theorem 5.15. 
7. Cuspidal systems
Our primary motivation in developing the theory of skew Specht modules was to describe
an important class of Rα-modules called cuspidal modules. In this section we very briefly
describe the notion of cuspidal systems for KLR algebras of type A
p1q
e´1. See [8], [16] for a
thorough treatment.
7.1. Convex preorders. For the rest of this paper, we consider the case e ą 0 and O “ F ,
an arbitrary ground field. Recall from §2.1 the set of positive roots Φ`. It is known that
Φ` “ Φ
re
` \ Φ
im
` , where Φ
re
` are real roots, and Φ
im
` “ tnδ | n P Zą0u are the imaginary roots,
where δ “ α0 `α1` ¨ ¨ ¨ `αe´1 is the null root. Write Ψ :“ Φ
re
` Y tδu. Take a convex preorder
on Φ`, i.e., a preorder ĺ such that for all α, β P Φ`:
(1) α ĺ β or β ĺ α;
(2) if α ĺ β and α` β P Φ`, then α ĺ α` β ĺ β;
(3) α ĺ β and β ĺ α if and only if α and β are proportional.
Then Φre` “ Φ
re
ą
\ Φre
ă
, where Φre
ą
:“ tα P Φre` | α ą δu and Φ
re
ă
:“ tα P Φre` | α ă δu. Let
C1 be the Cartan matrix of finite type corresponding to the subset of vertices I 1 “ Izt0u, and
let Φ1 be the corresponding root system with positive roots Φ1`. In what follows we make the
additional assumption that the convex preorder is balanced:
Φre
ą
“ tmδ ` α | α P Φ1`,m P Zě0u “ tmδ ` αi ` αi`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` αj | m P Zě0, 1 ď i ď j ď e´ 1u
Φre
ă
“ tmδ ´ α | α P Φ1`,m P Zě1u “ tmδ ´ αi ´ αi`1 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ αj | m P Zě1, 1 ď i ď j ď e´ 1u.
Balanced convex preorders exist, see [1].
7.2. Cuspidal systems. Let α P Φ`. Given an Rα-module M , we say M is semicuspidal
(resp. cuspidal) if Resαβ,γM ‰ 0 implies that β is a sum of positive roots less than or equal to
(resp. less than) α, and γ is a sum of positive roots greater than or equal to (resp. greater
than) α. The following is proved in [8, 11, 18]:
Theorem 7.1.
(1) For every α P Φre` , there is a unique simple cuspidal Rα-module Lα.
(2) For every n ą 0, the simple semicuspidal Rnδ-modules may be canonically labeled
tLpνq | ν $ nu, where ν “ pνp1q, . . . , νpe´1qq ranges over pe ´ 1q-multipartitions of n.
Let α P Q`. Define the set Πpαq of root partitions of α to be the set of all pairs pM,νq,
where M “ pnβqβPΨ is a tuple of nonnegative integers such that
ř
βPΨ nββ “ α, and ν is an
pe´ 1q-multipartition of nδ. There is a bilexicographic partial order ď on Πpαq, see [8]. Given
pM,νq P Πpαq, define the proper standard module
∆pM,νq :“ L
˝nβ1
β1
˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ L
˝nβk
βk
˝ Lpνq ˝ L
˝nβk`1
βk`1
˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ L
˝nβt
βt
xshiftpM,νqy,
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where β1, . . . , βt are the real positive roots indexing nonzero entries in M , labeled such that
β1 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą βk ą δ ą βk`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ą βt, and shiftpM,νq “
ř
i“1‰tpβi, βiqnβipnβi ´ 1q{4.
Much of the importance of cuspidal systems lies in the following classification theorem:
Theorem 7.2. [8, Main Theorem]
(i) For every root partition pM,νq, the proper standard module ∆pM,νq has irreducible
head, denoted LpM,νq.
(ii) tLpM,νq | pM,νq P Πpαqu is a complete and irredundant system of irreducible Rα-
modules up to isomorphism.
(iii) r∆pM,νq : LpM,νqsq “ 1, and r∆pM,νq : LpM, ζqsq ‰ 0 implies pN,νq ď pM, ζq.
(iv) LpM,νqf – LpM,νq.
7.3. Minuscule imaginary representations. The ‘smallest’ simple semicuspidal imaginary
modules, those in Rδ-mod, are of particular importance. By the above, they are in bijection
with pe´ 1q-multipartitions of 1. We label them Lδ,i, for i P Izt0u.
Proposition 7.3. For each i P Izt0u, Lδ,i can be characterized up to isomorphism as the
unique irreducible Rδ-module such that i1 “ 0 and ie “ i for all words i of Lδ,i.
Proof. This is [8, Lemma 5.1, Corollary 5.3]. 
7.4. Minimal pairs. Let ρ P Φre` . A pair of positive roots pβ, γq is called a minimal pair for
ρ if
(i) β ` γ “ ρ and β ą ρ;
(ii) for any other pair pβ1, γ1q satisfying (i) we have β1 ą β or γ1 ă γ.
Lemma 7.4. Let ρ P Φre` and pβ, γq be a minimal pair for ρ. If L is a composition factor of
∆pβ, γq “ Lβ ˝ Lγ, then L – Lpβ, γq or L – Lρ, up to shift.
Proof. This follows from the minimality of pβ, γq P Πpρqztρu and Theorem 7.2(iii). 
One can be more precise in the case that pβ, γq be a realminimal pair for ρ; i.e., when β, γ P Φre` .
Define
pβ,γ :“ maxtn P Zě0 | β ´ nγ P Φ`u.(7.1)
Lemma 7.5. [8, Remark 6.5]. Let ρ P Φre` , and let pβ, γq be a real minimal pair for ρ. Then
rLβ ˝ Lγs “ rLpβ, γqs ` q
pβ,γ´pβ,γqrLρs,
and
rLγ ˝ Lβs “ q
´pβ,γqrLpβ, γqs ` q´pβ,γ rLρs.
Lemmas 7.4 and 7.5 are useful in inductively constructing cuspidal modules.
7.5. Extremal words. Let i P I. Define θ˚i : xIy Ñ xIy by
θ˚i pjq “
#
j1 ¨ ¨ ¨ jd´1 if jd “ i;
0 otherwise.
Extend θ˚i linearly to a map θ
˚
i : A xIy Ñ A xIy. Let x P A xIy, and define
εipxq :“ maxtk ě 0 | pθ
˚
i q
kpxq ‰ 0u.
Definition 7.6. A word ia11 ¨ ¨ ¨ i
ab
b P xIy, with a1, . . . , ab P Zě0, is called extremal for x if
ab “ εibpxq, ab´1 “ εib´1ppθ
˚
ib
qabpxqq, . . . , a1 “ εi1ppθ
˚
i2
qa2 ¨ ¨ ¨ pθ˚ib q
abpxqq.
A word i P xIy is called extremal for M P Rα-mod if it is an extremal word for chqM P A I.
We have the quantum integer rns :“ pqn ´ q´nq{pq ´ q´1q P A for n P Z, and the quantum
factorial rns! :“ r1sr2s ¨ ¨ ¨ rns. The following lemma is useful in establishing multiplicity-one
results for Rα-modules.
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Lemma 7.7. [8, Lemma 2.28]. Let L be an irreducible Rα-module, and i “ i
a1
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ i
ab
b P xIyα
be an extremal word for L. Then dimq Li “ ra1s
! ¨ ¨ ¨ rabs
!.
8. Cuspidal modules and skew hook Specht modules
Take a balanced convex preorder ĺ on Φ`, as described in Section 7.1. In this section we
prove that the cuspidal modules Lρ, for ρ P Φ
re
` are skew Specht modules associated to certain
skew hook shapes, and provide an inductive process for identifying them as such.
8.1. Cuspidal modules for a balanced convex preorder. Throughout this section we
work with Young diagrams and skew diagrams of level l “ 1. Let κ “ piq. For i P I, Let
ιi “ p1q P P
κ
αi
. The following is clear:
Lemma 8.1. For i P I, Lαi – S
ιi.
Let κ “ p0q, and ηi P S
κ
δ be the hook partition of content δ with a node of residue i in the
bottom row, depicted below with residues shown:
¨¨¨
..
.
0 1
e´ 1
i` 1
i
i´ 2 i´ 1
Let X0 “ 0 and define Xi´1 :“ F tv
T P Sηi | resTpeq “ i´ 1u Ď S
ηi for 1 ă i ď e´ 1.
Lemma 8.2.
(1) Xi´1 is a submodule of S
ηi .
(2) Xi´1 – Lδ,i´1x1y if i ą 1.
(3) Sηi{Xi´1 – Lδ,i.
Proof. For i ą 1, it is easy to see that
tT P Stpηiq | resTpeq “ i´ 1u “ tT P Stpηiq | deg T “ 1u
and
tT P Stpηiq | resTpeq “ iu “ tT P Stpηiq | deg T “ 0u,
give a partition of Stpηiq, and hence Xi´1 is the span of degree 1 elements in S
ηi . As there
are no repeated entries in words of Sη1 , it follows that every negatively-graded element of Rδ
acts as zero on Sη1 , and hence Xi´1 is a submodule. Moreover all words of Xi´1 are of the
form p0, . . . , i´1q, and all word spaces are 1-dimensional and in degree 1. Thus it follows from
Proposition 7.3 that Xi´1 – Lδ,i´1x1y. Then all words of S
ηi{Xi´1 are of the form p0, . . . , iq
and all word spaces are 1-dimensional and in degree 0, so again it follows from Proposition 7.3
that Sηi{Xi´1 – Lδ,i. 
For 1 ď i ď e ´ 1, m P Zě0, let λ
m,i{µm,i be the skew hook diagram in S κmδ`αi , where
l “ 1, κ “ pp1 ´mqi pmod eqq,
λm,i “ pmi` 1, ppm´ 1qi` 1qe´i, . . . , pi` 1qe´i, 1e´iq
and
µm,i “ pppm ´ 1qiqe´i, . . . , p2iqe´i, ie´iq.
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In other words, λm,i{µm,i is the minimal (in the sense of Definition 6.4) skew hook diagram
with residues shown below, with the 0-node appearing on the inner corners m times, and the
i-node appearing on the outer corners m` 1 times.
¨¨¨
.
..
0 1
e´ 1
i` 1
i
i´ 1 i
i` 1
. .
.
¨¨¨
.
..
0 1
e´ 1
i` 1
i
i´ 1 i
i´ 1
(8.1)
Lemma 8.3. For 1 ď i ď e´ 1, m P Zě0, Lpmδ ` αiq – S
λm,i{µm,i .
Proof. We prove this by induction on m. As λ0,i{µ0,i “ ιi, the claim follows by Lemma 8.1.
Now assume that Lpmδ ` αiq – S
λm,i{µm,i . It is easy to see that pmδ ` αi, δq is a minimal
pair for pm` 1qδ`αi (see [8, §6.1]). By Lemma 8.2, the factors of S
ηi are Lδ,i and Lδ,i´1x1y.
Thus by Lemma 7.4 the only possible factors (up to shift) of Sλ
m,i{µm,i ˝ Sηi are
Lppm` 1qδ ` αiq and Lpmδ ` αi, δ
pjqq, for j P Izt0u,(8.2)
where we write δpjq for the pe ´ 1q-multipartition of 1 which is p1q in the jth component and
empty elsewhere.
Note that λ{µ :“ pλm,i, ηiq{pµ
m,i,∅q is joinable, with λ˚{µ˚ (as defined in §6) equal to
λm`1,i{µm`1,i, so by Lemma 6.7, we have
chqpS
λm,i{µm,i ˝ Sηiq “ qachqpS
ζm`1,iq ` qbchqpS
λ˚{µ˚q
for some a, b P Z. By injectivity of the character map [7, Theorem 3.17], it follows that the
only factors of Sλ
m`1,i{µm`1,i are those in (8.2), up to some shift. If t P Stpλm`1,i{µm`1,iq,
with iptq “ i1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ik, note that αik´e`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` αik ‰ δ, i.e., there is no sequence of removable
nodes in 8.1 whose residues add up to δ, as is easily seen. Thus Resmδ`αi,δS
λm`1,i{µm`1,i “ 0.
But by adjointness and Theorem 7.2(i), Resmδ`αi,δLpmδ ` αi, δ
pjqq ‰ 0 for all j P Izt0u.
Hence Lpmδ` αi, δ
pjqq is not a factor of Sλ
m`1,i{µm`1,i for any j, and the only possible factor
is Lppm` 1qδ ` αiq some number of times, with shifts.
Consider the extremal word
i “ 0m`11m`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ pi´ 1qm`1pe ´ 1qm`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ pi` 1qm`1im`2
of Sλ
m`1,i{µm`1,i . There are ppm ` 1q!qe´1pm ` 2q! distinct t P Stpλm`1,i{µm`1,iq such that
iptq “ i, so this is the (ungraded) dimension of the i-word space of Sλ
m`1,i{µm`1,i . By Lemma
7.7, the dimension of a module with extremal word i must be exactly prm` 1s!qe´1rm` 2s!,
which implies that Lppm` 1qδ ` αiq can only appear once in S
λm`1,i{µm`1,i , with some shift.
Let ttop P Stpλm`1,i{µm`1,iq be the tableau achieved by entering 1, . . . ,m in the 0-nodes
of λm`1,i{µm`1,i from top to bottom, then m` 1, . . . , 2m in the 1-nodes from top to bottom,
and so forth, until the pi´1q-nodes are filled, then fill the nodes with residue e´1, e´2, . . . , i
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in the same fashion, working from top to bottom. Then ttop has residue sequence i, and
deg ttop “
pe ´ 1qmpm` 1q
2
`
pm` 1qpm` 2q
2
.
Let tbot be constructed in the same fashion, except with nodes filled from bottom to top.
Then
deg tbot “ ´
pe´ 1qmpm` 1q
2
´
pm` 1qpm` 2q
2
.
As these degrees are the greatest and least in the expression prm ` 1s!qe´1rm ` 2s! it follows
that Sλ
m`1,i{µm`1,i is symmetric with respect to grading, and hence Sλ
m`1,i{µm`1,i – Lppm`
1qδ ` αiq with no shift. 
For 1 ď i ď e ´ 1, m P Zě1, let l “ 1, κ “ pp1 ´mqi pmod eqq, and let λm,i{µm,i be the
skew hook diagram in S κ, where
λm,i “ pmi, ppm´ 1qi` 1q
e´i, . . . , pi` 1qe´i, 1e´i´1q
µm,i “ pppm´ 1qiq
e´i, . . . , p2iqe´i, ie´iq.
In other words, λm,i{µm,i is the minimal skew hook diagram with residues shown below, with
the 0-node appearing on the inner corners m times, and the i-node appearing on the outer
corners m´ 1 times.
¨¨¨
..
.
0 1
e´ 1
i` 2
i` 1
i´ 1 i
i` 1
. .
.
¨¨¨
..
.
0 1
e´ 1
i` 1
i
i´ 2 i´ 1
i´ 1
(8.3)
Lemma 8.4. For 1 ď i ď e´ 1, m P Zě1, Lpmδ ´ αiq – S
λm,i{µm,ix1´my.
Proof. We go by induction on m, and the proof proceeds in the same manner as Lemma 8.3.
The base case is slightly different however. Sλ1,i{µ1,i is the following hook partition, with
residues shown:
¨¨¨
.
..
0 1
e´ 1
i` 2
i` 1
i´ 2 i´ 1
By [8, Lemma 5.2], Lpδ ´ αiq factors through the cyclotomic quotient to become the unique
irreducibleRΛ0δ´αi -module. Consideration of the words of S
λ1,i{µ1,i shows that it factors through
the cyclotomic quotient as well. Moreover, all of its word spaces are 1-dimensional and in
degree 0, so it follows that Sλ1,i{µ1,i – Lpδ ´ αiq.
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The induction step proceeds as in Lemma 8.3, with pδ,mδ´ αiq used as a minimal pair for
pm ` 1qδ ´ αi. Considering the induction product S
ηi ˝ Sλ1,i{µ1,i and using Lemma 6.7, one
sees that the only possible factor of Sλ1,i{µ1,i is Lppm` 1qδ´αiq, some number of times, with
shifts. Consideration of the extremal word
i “ 0m`11m`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ pi´ 1qm`1pe ´ 1qm`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ pi` 1qm`1im
shows that Lppm ` 1qδ ´ αiq appears but once as a factor of S
λ1,i{µ1,i , with some shift.
Lppm`1qδ´αiq must have i-word space of graded dimension prm`1s
!qe´1rms!. As before, we
define two standard λ1,i{µ1,i-tableaux; t
top, where the nodes are filled in from top to bottom
according to their order in i, and tbot, where the nodes are filled similarly from bottom to
top. Then
deg ttop “
„
pe´ 1qmpm` 1q
2
`
pm´ 1qm
2

´m
deg tbot “
„
´
pe´ 1qmpm` 1q
2
´
pm´ 1qm
2

´m.
On the right we have the greatest and least degrees in the expression prm`1s!qe´1rms!, shifted
by ´m, hence Lppm` 1qδ ´ αiq – S
λ1,i{µ1,ix1´ pm` 1qy, completing the proof. 
8.2. Identifying cuspidal modules as skew hook Specht modules. We now present an
inductive process for identifying cuspidal modules as skew hook Specht modules with a certain
shift.
Proposition 8.5. Let α be a real positive root, and assume that for all real positive roots β
with htpβq ă htpαq, we have Lβ – S
λβ{µβ xcβy for some skew hook diagram λβ{µβ P S
κ
β , where
κ “ pkq for some k P I and cβ P Z. Then the following process gives a skew hook diagram
λα{µα and cα P Z such that Lα – S
λα{µαxcαy.
(1) If α “ mδ` αi for some m P Zě0 and i P Izt0u, then λα{µα “ λ
m,i{µm,i and cα “ 0.
(2) If α “ mδ ´ αi for some m P Zě1 and i P Izt0u, then λα{µα “ λm,i{µm,i and
cα “ 1´m.
(3) Else there is a real minimal pair pβ, γq for α.
(a) If λ{µ :“ pλβ , λγq{pµβ , µγq is joinable, then λα{µα “ λ˚{µ˚, and
cα “ cβ ` cγ ´ pβ,γ ` pβ, γq ` d˚ ´ dλ{µ;
(b) else λ{µ :“ pλγ , λβq{pµγ , µβq is joinable, λα{µα “ λ
˚{µ˚, and
cα “ cβ ` cγ ` pβ,γ ` d
˚ ´ dλ{µ,
where d˚, d
˚ are as in Lemma 6.7, dλ{µ as in Lemma 5.15, and pβ,γ as in (7.1).
Proof. (1) and (2) are Lemmas 8.3 and 8.4, so assume we are in case (3). There exists
a real minimal pair pβ, γq for α by [8, Lemma 6.9]. By assumption Lpβq – Sλβ{µβ xcβy, and
Lpγq – Sλγ{µγ xcγy. We have β “ mδ`p´1q
spαi`¨ ¨ ¨`αjq for some s P t0, 1u, 1 ď i ď j ď e´1
and γ “ m1δ` p´1qs
1
pαi1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` αj1q for some s
1 P t0, 1u, 1 ď i1 ď j1 ď e´ 1. Since β ` γ is a
real root, one of the following must be true:
s “ s1, j ` 1 “ i1 or s “ s1, j1 ` 1 “ i or s “ ´s1, j “ j1 or s “ ´s1, i “ i1.
Note that since λβ{µβ (resp. λγ{µγ) is a skew hook diagram, s “ 0 (resp. s
1 “ 0) implies that
the lower left node of λβ{µβ (resp. λγ{µγ) has residue i (resp. i
1), and the top right node has
residue j (resp. j1). If s “ 1 (resp. s1 “ 1), then the lower left node of λβ{µβ (resp. λγ{µγ)
has residue j ` 1 (resp. j1 ` 1), and the top right node has residue i´ 1 (resp. i1 ´ 1). In any
case then, we see that one of pλβ , λγq{pµβ , µγq or pλγ , λβq{pµγ , µβq must be joinable.
Assume the former, and set λ{µ :“ pλβ , λγq{pµβ , µγq. Then, using Lemma 7.5,
rSλβ{µβ ˝ Sλγ{µγ s “ q´cβ´cγ rLβ ˝ Lγs “ q
´cβ´cγ rLpβ, γqs ` q´cβ´cγ`pβ,γ´pβ,γqrLαs.
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Using Lemma 6.7 and the fact that chq is injective on rRα-mods, we also have
rSλβ{µβ ˝ Sλγ{µγ s “ qd
˚´dλ{µrSλ
˚{µ˚ s ` qd˚´dλ{µrSλ˚{µ˚ s.
Thus, Lα must be (a shift of) S
λ˚{µ˚ or Sλ˚{µ˚ . But 1β,γz
λ˚{µ˚ ‰ 0, so Resβ,γS
λ˚{µ˚ ‰ 0,
and thus the cuspidality property of Lpαq implies it must be the latter, proving the validity
of step (3)(a). If instead, λ{µ :“ pλβ , λγ , µβ , µγq is joinable, we use the second statement in
Lemma 7.5 and a similar argument to prove the validity of step (3)(b). 
Corollary 8.6. For a balanced convex preorder, all real cuspidal modules of Rα are skew hook
Specht modules up to some shift.
Proof. Apply Proposition 8.5 inductively, with base case given by Lemma 8.1. 
Remark 8.7. In [13, §8.4], Kleshchev and Ram showed that in finite type A, the cuspidal
modules (associated to a convex lexicographic order) are Specht modules associated to hook
partitions. Thus one can view Corollary 8.6 as an affine analogue of this fact.
8.3. Cuspidal modules for a special preorder. To give a complete picture, we explicitly
describe the skew Specht modules corresponding to real positive roots in the case of a certain
balanced e-row preorder (in the sense of [5]) on Φ`, where the associated skew hook diagrams
take on a very regular pattern. Take
(1) mδ ` α ą m1δ ą m2δ ´ α, for all m P Zě0, m
1,m2 P Zě1, α P Φ
1
`.
(2) mδ ` αi ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` αj ą m
1δ ` αi1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` αj1 if
i ă i1; or i “ i1,m ă m1; or i “ i1,m “ m1, j ă j1.
(3) mδ ´ αi ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ αj ą m
1δ ´ αi1 ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ αj1 if
i ą i1; or i “ i1,m ą m1; or i “ i1,m “ m1, j ă j1.
Under this preorder, it is easy to see that for any α ą δ not of the form mδ ` αi, the positive
root β ą α immediately preceding α in the order constitutes the lefthand side of a real minimal
pair pβ, α ´ βq for α. Similarly, for α ă δ not of the form mδ ´ αi, the positive root α ą β
immediately succeeding α in the order constitutes the righthand side of a real minimal pair
pα´ β, βq for α. Then, applying the inductive process in Proposition 8.5, we arrive at:
(1) For 1 ď i ď j ď e ´ 1 and m P Zě0, Lpmδ ` αi ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` αjq – S
λ{µ, where λ{µ is the
minimal skew hook diagram with residues shown on the left below, with the 0-node
appearing on the inner cornersm times, and the i-node appearing on the outer corners
m` 1 times.
(2) For 1 ď i ď j ď e ´ 1 and m P Zě1, Lpmδ ´ αi ´ ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ αjq – S
λ{µx1 ´my, where
λ{µ is the minimal skew hook diagram with residues shown on the right below, with
the 0-node appearing on the inner corners m times, and the i-node appearing on the
outer corners m´ 1 times.
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